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This reference manual is for the sole use of fully qualified & licenced SOSA Dance Fitness® Instructors, to aid in the delivery of a quality dance 

fitness experience to your clients.  

o. 

All rights reserved - No copying or distribution in part or whole should take place without authorisation. Not to be transmitted in any form or 

by any means, without the prior written permission of the copyright owners of this manual.  

Any exercises, programmes or workouts in this training programme should be used as part of a full and balanced exercise and fitness 

programme. It is the responsibility of the Fitness Professional to adequately screen any clients or participants suitability and readiness to 

participate in any of the exercises or programmes contained within this training. No guarantee is made that the content in this manual will 

always be accurate, as new research and updated theories will challenge and question existing ideas and principles. No responsibility or liability 

is accepted for any loss or damage suffered as a result. 
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Introduction 
 

DANCE YOURSELF HAPPY! 

SOSA Dance Fitness® is a combination of steps and movements from the following core International 

dance styles: 

 Salsa 

 Cha-Cha-Cha 

 Samba 

 Kizomba 

 Brazilian Zouk 

 Rumba 

Every routine is broken down into easy-to-teach sections which can be delivered at different speeds and 

levels of difficulty, accommodating people of all ranges of fitness and ability. SOSA Dance Fitness® 

appeals to everyone and classes cater for all age groups.   

 

Advantages of Low Impact Exercise 
 

Low impact defines any exercise where one foot is touching the ground at any time. There is a common 

misconception that low impact means easy but not only does low impact fitness offer a great 

way to exercise, but it also delivers an intense workout too.  could 

not be further from the truth! 

Low impact exercise can be made more intense through the speed and the amount of time, effort and 

energy you put into each movement, which means the more you put in, the more you get out! 

Low impact does not mean reduced fitness benefits! 

There are many important benefits of low impact exercise: 

 Research has found that participating in low impact fitness activities is the best way to treat and 

prevent the development of cardiovascular disease 

 Decreased damage to joints - often, people want to lose weight, increase their fitness level, or 

simply become more active, but a sore knee, hip or ankle injury restricts them from participating 

in high impact forms of exercise  

 Low impact fitness activities allow you to get the same benefits as high impact forms of exercise 

without experiencing damage to the joints. Research has found that low impact fitness activities 

may actually promote the healing and recovery of damaged joints 

 Low impact exercise is for everybody! From beginners, injured, elderly, and those who keep fit 

e part 

of your fitness strategy 

 All ages benefit from exercise that promotes greater mobility and range of movement, improved 

posture and co-ordination 

 As a result, SOSA Dance Fitness has a wider target market than high impact forms of exercise, 

which means you will retain your client base for life! 
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There is no reason to beat your body up with high impact exercises, which can cause undue stress on 

the connective tissue and joints, causing pain and putting you at greater risk of injury. We receive 

constant feedback from our clients to support this research, as many of them have previously 

participated in high impact exercise and have had to stop, due to injury.  

SOSA Dance Fitness is committed to providing our clients with a safe and effective low impact fitness 

programme, helping people to achieve and, most importantly, maintain their fitness goals.  We value 

diversity and equal opportunities for all clients. 

 

Terms 
 

Accent    The emphasis placed on a regular or irregular beat of music 

 

Amount of Turn  The amount of turn made by the body in relation to the room 

 

Directional Chart 

 
 

Footwork The part of the foot that is in contact with the floor during the step or 

movement 

 

Layering A teaching technique used by SOSA Dance Fitness®. Layering means to 

combine basic movements together to create clear, distinct layers of 

simultaneous movement. We use layering to combine a variety of basic 

upper body movements with a variety of basic lower body movements. 

This technique is generally targeted toward the dancer who is beyond 

beginner and is ready to move into more complex multi-tasking 

movements 

 

Line of dance An imaginary horizontal line which represents the flow of the dance 

floor. You will generally travel along the line of dance towards each 

corner, although some movements can travel across it, against it & 

weave in and out 

 

Poise    The correct carriage of body weight whether stationary or moving 

 

  

Right Diagonal 
Front

Right

Right Diagonal 
Back

Back

Left Diagonal 
Back

Left

Left Diagonal 
Front

Front

Centre 
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Posture To stand with the feet slightly apart, weight equally distributed over the 

balls of the feet. The spine is stretched upwards & the breastbone is tilted 

to carry the whole chest to a slightly uplifted position. This continues 

through to the neck & head with the chin at a right angle and eyes facing 

forward. The body weight should always be held forward towards the 

balls of the feet in the Latin dances. This helps facilitate the rotational 

action of the hips around the spine. 

 

Rhythm The regular occurrence of accented beats in the music, often counted in 

quicks & slows 

 

Rhythmical Expression The way in which the dancer interprets the music by expressing their 

own feelings through movement 

 

Tempo    The speed of the music, number of beats/bars per minute 

 

Timing    The numerical count to describe the musical value of steps 

 

Time Signature   The number of beats in a bar of music and the value of each beat, e.g.  

4/4 

 

Syncopation The irregular occurrence of an accented beat or beats in a bar of music. 

 e.g. 1&2&3&4 

 

Guapacha Timing Many steps in the Cha-Cha-Cha lend themselves to this variation in 

timing, where a step that is normally taken on the second beat of the 

bear is delayed for a further ½ beat in order to create a sharp and clean 

effect. This is pronounced WHAPPACHA! 

 

Abbreviations 
 

R  -  Right 

RF  -  Right Foot 

L  -  Left 

LF  -  Left Foot 

IEB  -   Inside edge of ball of foot 

RDF  -   Promenade   

Position 

LDF  -   

Position 

O/OP  -   Opening Out Position 

S  -   A slow step (2 beats of music) 

Q  -  A quick step (1 beat of music) 

SP  -  A syncopated step (a split beat of music  

                          beat) 
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Basic Steps and Movements 
 

Ball change A change of weight from the ball of one foot onto the ball or flat of the 

opposite foot 

 

Brush A swing of the leg forwards or backwards using the hip & knee, the ball 

of the moving foot in contact with the floor as it passes 

 

Charleston A syncopated swiveling action with both feet, twist heel of supporting 

foot outwards (toes point inwards) while moving foot travels sideways. 

Twist heel of supporting foot so heel points inwards (toes point 

outwards), at the same time the moving foot lands in front or behind the 

supporting foot, with heel pointing inwards and toes pointing outwards. 

Knees remain soft with a bounce action throughout. 

 

Chasse A triple step movement in any direction, closing or almost closing the 

feet on the second step 

 

Cross Turn                                        Step LF forward across in front of RF with 

part weight, knees slightly flexed to face 

RDF. A switch turn 1/2 turn to R is then made 

on the balls of both feet. The weight is then 

transferred to RF in place, before stepping LF 

to the side continuing to turn to R ending 

with weight on LF facing front.  This can also 

be danced with RF. 

 

 

 

 

Flick  A brisk movement of the lower leg from the knee, toes should be 

pointed 

 

Flick with Knee Retraction a brisk movement of the lower leg from knee with the foot about 6 

inches from floor and the instep stretched in a downwards motion  

there is a retraction of the leg from the knee on the syncopated beat in 

an upwards motion  

 

Forward Check                                      The toe of the stepping foot is turned out 

approx. 1/16th allowing full weight to be 

taken.  The knee of the stationery leg is 

allowed to flex and close towards the                                    

                                                               knee of the moving leg. 
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Kick    A movement of the whole leg from the hip, toes should be pointed 

 

 

Latin Cross                                                A Latin Cross occurs when one leg is 

crossed in front or behind the other, both 

knees flexed. The toe of the moving foot  

                                                     will be turned out and the knee of the  

                                                      supporting leg will be tucked behind the  

                                                       knee of the moving leg either in a straight  

                                                            line (as danced in a Lock Step) or with          

                                                           

                                                                of the thighs (as danced in a Turkish Towel)                                                            

 

Lock Step  This is in effect a chasse with a cross instead of a close on the second 

step. Usually with syncopated timing, take one foot forward/backward, 

the other foot crosses behind/in front and then the supporting 

foot moves forward/backward to complete the step. The leg of the 

moving foot will straighten and as you cross behind/in front, both knees 

will tend to compress. Use a slight body rise as the knees straighten out 

to  into the action. 

 

Lunge A step taken on one foot in any direction with weight. The knee of the 

supporting leg is flexed, leaving the other leg extended either to the side 

or backwards 

 

Open Turn A three step movement usually ending with a tap on the 4th step, 

turning continuously in any direction 

 

Opening Out Position                              A backward step making up to ½ a turn 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plié  To flex both knees with weight evenly distributed 

 

Preparation Step Used in some Latin dances, this is a step taken with the left foot to the 

side on beat 1 in preparation to begin dancing the basic step with the 

right foot on beat 2 

 

Pressure Step A movement of one foot in any direction without weight transference, 

the step is taken with pressure into the floor with part weight being 

retained on supporting foot 
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 Based on similar technique to a Pressure Step, but with only part weight 

placed on the ball of the moving foot which is held for one beat, before 

lowering the heel in a sharp distinct movement. The body leans 

sideways and slightly backwards in the opposite direction to ensure 

correct weight distribution is placed on the moving foot. 

 

Rondé                                                            A circular action of one leg from the hip,    

                                             danced from front to back of the body or vice     

                                                versa. The knee of the supporting leg is     

                                              flexed, taking full weight.  

 

                Can be performed on the ground where the 

inside edge of the ball of foot is used to aid 

balance, or in the air. 

 

 

 

 

Spin A rotation to the right or left on the spot, performed on the ball of the 

foot 

 

Stamp The placing of one foot with firm pressure into the floor creating a heavy 

sound, taken with or without weight 

 

Stomp A sharp forward push or shunt into the floor on both feet with knees 

slightly flexed 

 

Step    A movement of one foot in any direction with weight transference 

 

Switch turn A step forward with either foot followed by half a turn in the opposite 

direction with weight transference to the opposite foot 

 

Swivel    A twist on the ball of the foot 

 

Tap A light contact with one foot using the toe or ball of the foot without 

weight transference 

 

Walk A weight transference from one foot to the other moving in any 

direction. Both feet remain close to the floor with one foot always in 

contact with the floor 

 

Whisk                                                            A step to the side with either foot followed    

                                                      by a backward cross step behind the 

supporting foot taking part weight, knees 

slightly flexed 
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Head Styling Movements 
 

Erect    Facing forwards with the chin at a right angle to the neck 

 

Half Circular Roll Turn the head to either side, then lower the chin and allow the head to 

circle in a downwards direction to complete half a circle. Note  do not 

rotate the head in an upwards direction as this may cause damage to the 

spine. 

 

Head Flick Raise the head in a short sharp movement from the lowered position to 

erect position. Note  caution should be taken if any clients have 

previous neck injuries and head should never be thrown backwards 

 

Lateral Flexion   Tilted from vertical position  Ear to shoulder 

 

Lowered   Facing downwards towards the floor 

 

Raised Lifted upwards towards the ceiling (the head should never be thrown 

backwards) 

 

Turned    Facing right or left 

 

Arm & Hand Styling Movements 
 

Latin Finger Placement The fingers are a very expressive part of the body and help to create 

shape and angles. The thumb closes towards the bottom flesh part of 

the middle finger, with little finger flared out. There is a slight angle in 

the wrist (think about showing off your rings). Make fluid movements 

flowing through different shapes of the hand. 

 

Basic Latin Position       Elbows should be lifted to the side with a 

slight tension. Forearms can then be rolled 

naturally in a circular motion towards the 

centre of the body. The right arm is rolled in 

an anti-clockwise direction and the left arm 

in a clockwise direction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Circular arm raise Raise one or both arms to the side finishing with hand/s above your head 

crossed at the wrists 
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Diagonal One arm stretched high and the other arm low in opposite directions  

 

Forward Parallel position Extend one or both arms forward in front of the body, finishing with the 

arms fully extended and slightly bent at the elbow 

 

Haircomb action                                 The lowering of one or both arms, bending 

at the elbow using the hand to sweep the 

hair of the opposite side of the head. The 

arm continues to lower over the 

corresponding shoulder, finishing in basic 

Latin position 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

High V    Both arms stretched upwards and outwards 

 

Horizontal side position Open one or both arms to the side, finishing with the arms fully 

extended and slightly bent at the elbow 

 

Low V    Both arms stretched downwards and outwards 

 

 

Opposition                           Arms extended in opposite directions to   

                                                            each other, forwards and backwards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pendulum arm swings  A pendulum movement of one or both arms from the shoulder in                                                                          

                                                              any direction 
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Side Haircomb Action                The lowering of one or both arms, bending 

at the elbow using the hand to sweep the 

hair of the opposite side of the head. The 

arm continues to extend to finish in 

horizontal side position. The opposite arm 

circles forwards and is placed across the 

middle of the rib cage before extending to 

finish in horizontal side position 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shoulder Rotation  A rotation of the shoulders in a forwards or backwards motion 

 

Shoulder shimmies A fast isolation movement of both shoulders forwards and backwards 

alternately 

 

Vertical arm raise Raise one or both arms from the centre of your body upwards, finishing 

with ear to the inside of your elbow 

 

Wrist Rotation   The rotating of one or both hands from the wrist  
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Body Styling Movements 
 

Bachata Hip Lift  ressure on the ball of 
the stepping foot onto a flexed knee thereby lifting the hip to an 
upwards position before replacing the weight onto the supporting foot 
onto a flexed knee 

Body Bending   To curve the body forwards, backwards or laterally 

 

Body Stretching  To extend and expand one or more parts of the body  

 

Bounce Action A light up and down movement achieved by the flexing and 

straightening of the knees and ankles 

 

Circular action A continuous rotational movement of the wrists, hips or ankles in a 

clockwise or anti-

 

 

Contraction An inward pull of muscle tension. The muscle contracts and therefore 

shortens and hardens  

 

Cuban/Latin hip action A rotation of the hips around the spine, caused by the alternate bending 

and straightening action of the knees. For a good hip action to be 

achieved, pressure should be taken on the inside edge of ball of the 

stepping foot onto a flexed knee. The knee should bend slightly inwards 

toward the direction of the straight leg. In order to get the maximum 

angle and rotation from your hips you should try to push the straight leg 

backwards, the hip over the straight leg will push backwards too. It is not 

necessary to fully straighten the leg to achieve a good hip action 

 hip action is achieved by taking pressure onto the ball of the 

stepping foot with the knee flexed, moving the hip horizontally and 

weight back onto the supporting leg, moving the hip horizontally and 

 

 

Full Body Rotation A progression of the upper body rotation, a circular action is also 

performed with the hips in opposition to the ribcage isolation (i.e. as the 

ribcage is lifted forwards the hips rotate to the back and vice versa) 

 

Full Body Wave A flowing movement that travels from one part of the body through the 

interconnecting body parts to end in another part of the body. The 

pelvis tilts forwards and backwards, allowing the rib cage and 

diaphragm to expand and contract. Usually danced with a weight 

transference from one foot to the other, applying pressure into the floor 

while bending and straightening the knees to accentuate the 

movement 
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Hip Rotation A circular action performed with the hips usually starting in a backwards 

direction, either clockwise or anti-clockwise. Can be performed on the 

spot or travelling, continuing the action by holding full weight on the 

supporting leg while the other foot moves to the side.  

 

Lateral side Stretch                            A lateral stretch to the left or right achieved 

by flexing the knee of the supporting leg 

and pointing the toe of the moving foot to 

the side, stretching the inside of the thigh 

and allowing the upper body to lean 

laterally, contracting and expanding the 

external oblique muscles  

 

 

 

 

 

Merengue action A hip movement achieved by taking a step with only part weight onto 

the moving foot and a delayed hip action with the opposite hip. As the 

next step is taken full weight is transferred to the foot and the hip moves 

across. 

 

Middle Body Movement The expansion and contraction of the diaphragm. This can be used as an 

isolation movement or along with pelvic action 

 

Natural Twist Position               A twist is performed on the balls of both 

feet, adding a middle body isolation 

movement from the waist in opposition to 

the direction of the foot swivel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pelvic action A tilting action of the pelvis in a forwards and backwards motion. Usually 

the weight is held equally over both feet with the knees slightly flexed, 

but can also be danced when moving from foot to foot 

 

Pulsating body movements Using the shoulders and pelvis in unison, this is a fast forwards and 

backwards motion to create a pulse like movement. The ribcage should 

be lifted and contracted to accentuate the effect 

 

Rib cage movement  This is an isolation movement of the rib cage in any direction 
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Shake A rapid vibrating movement achieved by the fast alternating of both 

heels from the floor. The balls of both feet remaining in contact with the 

floor throughout 

 

Shoulder turn to RDF A body twist to the right from the waist allowing the left shoulder to 

come forward and across the body. This will automatically turn out the 

toe of the moving foot 

 

Shoulder turn to LDF A body twist to the left from the waist allowing the right shoulder to 

come forward and across the body. This will automatically turn out the 

toe of the moving foot 

 

Sway           To incline the body to the left or right 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Staccato Action                           Used in the Cha-Cha and in Tango 

influenced dance styles, staccato is a 

dramatic movement with a stealthy walking 

action ending with a short crisp closing 

step. A middle body isolation is sometimes 

used to accentuate the sharp movement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upper Body Rotation An isolation of the upper body using a circular middle body action with 

a corresponding expanding and contracting ribcage isolation 

 

Upper Body Wave The diaphragm and rib cage is lifted upwards and forwards, the pelvis is 

tilted backwards allowing the body to expand. The diaphragm and rib 

cage is then lowered and the body allowed to contract as the pelvis is 

returned to neutral position 
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Warm Up 
 

When you warm up, you are literally warming up the temperature of both your body and your muscles. 

Your heart rate and circulation begin to gradually increase throughout the body. Increased blood flow 

means there is more blood going to the muscles, along with more oxygen available to the working 

muscles, which results in better performance. Your ligaments and tendons become more flexible, 

reducing the chance of tears. Additionally, a warm-up prepares the body and mind physically and 

mentally to do more intense exercise, which can enhance performance. 

 

The warm-up section of your fitness workout should be 5-10 minutes in length. Movements should be 

used that promote the blood flow to the working muscles, including swinging, swaying, shaking & 

rhythmical exercises. The movements should naturally flow and gradually increase in intensity.  

 

 Never throw arm & leg movements against the joint as this could result in tissue damage 

 With exercise moves that involve kicks, ensure the muscles around the joint are relaxed 

 Avoid the danger of rupture which can be caused if strong abdominal contractions are used 

without due care 

 Your muscles need warmth to achieve their optimal stretch - be very careful of spinal damage; 

do not use sudden bending movements of the trunk, especially with the breath held 

 

Stretching is a beneficial activity after you have sufficiently warmed up. The reason for this is that 

stretching cold muscles can directly contribute to pulled or injured muscles.  Muscle is elastic and is 

meant to be flexible as well as strong. If the flexibility is not maintained, the muscles will once again 

shorten. They have the ability to go back and forth from being short (inflexible) and being long (flexible).  

 

Static stretching or dynamic stretching on a periodic basis do the work of preparing the body for 

exercise. 

 

Static stretching is the process of applying tension to a muscle to theoretically add length to it. In adding 

length, you increase the range of motion surrounding a joint, thus increasing your flexibility. Most 

movements that you t  

 

Dynamic stretching (or active stretching) is a process of actively moving a joint or joints through a safe, 

example of this is leg swings. With the ability to increase flexibility, increase circulation, reduce stress 

and muscle soreness, stretching is widely supported as an integral part of this fitness workout. 
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Cool Down 

The main aim of the cool down is to promote recovery and return the body to a pre exercise level. During 
a workout your body goes through a number of stressful processes, the muscle fibres, tendons and 
ligaments get damaged, and waste products build up within your body.  

The cool down, performed properly, will assist your body in its repair process. One area the cool down 
, the term used for the swelling and pain 

caused by lactic acid build up in the muscles. 

When exercising, your heart is pumping a large amount of blood to the working muscles. This blood is 
carrying both oxygen and nutrients that the working muscles need. When the blood reaches the muscles 
the oxygen and nutrients are used up. Then the force of the contracting (exercising) muscles pushes the 
blood back to the heart where it is re-oxygenated. However, when the exercise stops, so does the force 
that pushes the blood back to the heart. This blood, as well as waste products like lactic acid, stays in the 
muscles, which in turn causes swelling and pain.  

So, the cool down helps all this by keeping the blood circulating, which in turn helps to prevent blood 
pooling and also removes waste products from the muscles. This circulating blood also brings with it the 
oxygen and nutrients needed by the muscles, tendons and ligaments for repair.  

There are three key elements, which should be included to ensure an effective and complete cool down: 

 Gentle exercise 
 Stretching 
 Breathing  

All three elements work together to repair and replenish the body after exercise.  

Remember that all stretches should be counteracted with relaxation to ensure the release of tension. 

 

Breathing 

Effective breathing has a big impact on how your body reacts to exercise. Your body's cardiovascular 
capacity is largely determined by how much oxygen your heart and lungs are able to send to your cells. 
When these muscle cells start operating, they require energy to burn. This improves metabolism. 
Through an increase in oxygen to the heart, more energy is produced, increasing your ability to perform 
activities. 

It is very important to include breathing exercises in your cool down routine. Many people hold their 
breath during a workout, especially when concentrating on middle body and rib cage isolation 
movements.  Holding your breath during exercise allows the blood pressure to go to your head which 
can cause dizziness, light-headiness and headaches. This is a result of the muscles not being able to relax. 
Through proper breathing, your muscles can relax and open up which results in improved speed and 
performance. 

  

http://www.brianmac.co.uk/physiol.htm
http://www.brianmac.co.uk/lactic.htm
http://www.ehow.com/about_5318345_importance-breathing-exercises.html
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Breathing exercises should be used as part of the warm-up and cool down elements, please see below a 
few examples: 

1. Breathe in while rising onto the toes of both feet, pushing the shoulders backwards & 
downwards. Hold the position before exhaling, lowering the heels to the floor and allowing the 
shoulders to droop 

2. Extend both arms forward at chest level. Inhale and bring the hands in towards the chest, 
expanding the chest. Hold the position before exhaling, relaxing the arms and hands down by 
your sides 

3. With hands on abdomen and finger tips touching, inhale so that the stomach expands and the 
fingertips come apart. Raise the chest and continue to breathe in filling the lungs further before 
slowly exhaling 

4. With alternate foot stretches, raise both arms above head in a circular motion holding for 4 beats 
before lowering the arms, slowly exhaling. 
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Being a successful SOSA Dance Fitness® Instructor 
 
A successful SOSA Dance Fitness® instructor aspires to possess and develop the following attributes:  

 A sound knowledge base of exercise principles and safe exercises 

 The ability to quickly assess the individual participants in a class and adapt accordingly 

 The ability to teach routines using the layering technique 

 Good communication and instructional skills 

 A professional attitude 

 A warm, friendly and caring personality 

 Motivation and enthusiasm 
 
Successful instructors can be the most fundamental reason that people come to classes. They can also 

be the reason people drop out. As an instructor you are required to do more than just call out 

exercises you have to motivate, communicate and educate, leading in all areas of health and fitness. 

An instructor has to use all of their skills to assist participants in achieving their goals. 
 
It is important to maintain a relationship with your clients which is in line with good practice and ethical 

requirements. 
 

Professionalism 
The instructor needs to have an understanding of exercise and fitness knowledge, and the ability to 

deliver safe and effective exercises suitable for the specific class type. The instructor needs to be 

adaptable and be able to make any necessary modifications to exercises in order to ensure all 

participants are getting maximum benefits from the workout. The correct application of this knowledge 

displays true professionalism. 
 

Energy  
Consider yourself as a role model for your class participants. The instructor needs to motivate 

participants to performing the exercises to the best of their ability in order to obtain maximum benefits 

from the workout. The instructor should aspire to be a showcase of the benefits of a healthy lifestyle, 

thereby motivating clients to adopt the same approach. 
 

Friendliness  
As a leader in fitness, participants look for guidance from their instructors. Many participants ask their 

instructors for advice on a variety of topics in both health and fitness areas. A friendly approach with 

sound advice will help clients commit to their exercise program and achieve the results they desire.  

The key is Professionalism + Energy + Friendliness = Results 

Keys to success 
 

Be Prepared  know the choreography you are going to teach and the layering movements you are 

going to use. If an instructor appears to have no idea what they are doing in the class, participants feel 

they are not getting what they paid for. 

 

Be available for participants to speak to before and after class - Instructors should be available 
both before and after class to answer any questions the participants may have. This helps to develop 
rapport with your clients. Please ensure that client confidentiality requirements are maintained at all 
times. 

Give participants the opportunity to ask questions throughout the duration of the class  this will 
enable you to check the participants understanding of the steps and movements you have shown 
them before the music is played. This also helps the participants to feel valued and included in the 
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session.  

Be welcoming to new participants - entering a group exercise class for the first time can be quite an 

intimidating experience. The instructor should be aware of this at all times and do everything they 

possibly can to make newcomers feel welcome. If the instructors notice anyone who has not attended 

their class before, they should speak to them individually. The participant should be informed of the 

format of the class and any other points which may assist them throughout the class. The instructor 

should make sure the participant is comfortable with all the information and finish by offering some 

words of encouragement. At this point they can discuss any questions or concerns the participant may 

have. This greatly assists with the adherence to exercise by new participants. 

 

Be reliable - You can destroy your clients  faith in you by being unreliable. Cancelling classes at the last 

minute or simply not showing up, will cause major problems with your participants and is inexcusable, 

and not the behaviour of a true professional. 

 

Be punctual - A professional instructor always starts and finishes their class on time. When there are 

classes before and after your class, you should respect both the participants and the instructor of these 

classes. Being consist veryone's time, including your own, is important.  

 

Dress appropriately - Clothes suitable to the workout you are teaching should be worn, including your 

SOSA Dance Fitness Instructor t-shirt for every class. Branding is essential in creating and maintaining a 

successful business. At no time should an instructor wear clothes which are too revealing as this can 

leave some participants feeling uncomfortable. The instructor should also wear appropriate footwear in 

order to set an example to your participants, as well as for your own safety. 

 

Be consistent - Participants find classes easy to follow if the instructor has a consistent style of cueing, 

including consistency when naming steps and movements. Participants expect a consistent standard 

of teaching.  

Be up-to-date with the latest dance trends & moves - Fitness research is constantly being performed 

offering professionals information on new trends, fitness techniques and exercise safety. As new things 

are being learnt about the human body and how both exercise and nutrition affect it, it is your 

responsibility to stay up-to-date with the latest findings. SOSA Dance Fitness will be offering regular 

workshops and online information to educate our instructors on new teaching techniques and class 

formats. Regular attendance at these events and time taken to learn these updates will ensure you know 

exactly what is going on in your industry. 

 

Constantly evaluate your own performance - By honestly evaluating your own performance after 

each class and then working on the areas you feel need improvement, you can always improve your own 

ability. It is also good to have a peer evaluate you on occasion. This peer should be someone who you 

respect and would be willing to take advice from. Please see the SOSA Dance Fitness Professional 

Practice Self- Evaluation Form, which will help you with this process.  

 
Class Preparation 

Thoroughly preparing your class is the first step to ensuring success:  

 know the class time 

 find out the type of participants who will attend 

 ensure the venue is safe and free of any obstacles 

 know the location of the first aid kit and nearest telephone 

 know the emergency procedures 

 know the choreography and the layering movements you are going to teach 
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 keep to the planned timings for exercises and routines 

 have alternative and progressive moves prepared  

 know your music 

 know how to use the stereo system and microphone 

 practice your cueing and verbalization skills 

 review previous class forms and self-evaluations 

 
It is the responsibility of the instructor to perform a safety check on the area in which the class is to be 

conducted. The class area should be clear of all objects which are not required and have the potential to 

cause injury. All fire exits must be clear. The room should also have sufficient ventilation, be at a 

reasonable temperature and water should be readily available for participants. 

 

You should ensure that you follow the relevant health and safety requirements at all times and have 
relevant and up-to-date, health and safety information available for your participants. 

 
The instructor should introduce themselves at the beginning of the class and give a brief description of 

the class. Other information required by the participants includes any safety factors such as general 

points on exercise execution, venue information and the location of the nearest emergency exit. 

 

The Purpose and Importance of Pre-Exercise Screening 
 
All participants must complete a PAR-Q (Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire) before 

commencing any class. It is the responsibility of the instructor to perform a verbal screening of all 

participants.  
 
The instructor should ask the following questions:  

 Is there anyone who has not participated in this form of group exercise class before? 

 Is anyone injured in any way? 

 Is anyone pregnant?  
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Participant's Supporting Injuries  If a participant indicates they have an injury, the instructor should 

become aware of all relevant details the participant can offer. The instructor should then assess whether 

or not it is safe for the participant to continue in the class without further aggravating the injury. If the 

instructor feels it is safe for the participant to continue, they should make the participant aware of any 

relevant variations to exercises in order to reduce the possibility of further injury.  
 
Pregnancy - There are several implications that pregnancy has to exercise. Exercise intensity, hydration 

and body positioning are crucial to the safety of both the expectant mother and the unborn child. The 

participant should always check with their GP that it is safe for them to continue exercise during 

pregnancy. Intensity should be reduced and extra care should be taken with stretching movements. 

Alternatives should be offered for any exercises that place stress on any areas of the spine, or pelvic 

girdle.  

 

Motivating and supporting your clients to adhere to exercise 

Research has proven that half of all individuals starting an exercise program will drop out within six 

months, so as an exercise specialist, you must help your clients to develop a positive attitude towards 

exercise. Provide appropriate attention to help motivate and support you clients in achieving their 

fitness goals: 

 

 es 

 Identity potential barriers to the clients taking part in your classes 

 Identify appropriate incentives and rewards for your clients 

 ise preferences  

 Ensure clients understand the benefits of taking part in your classes 

 Provide your clients with accurate information about the recommended amount of physical 

activity for them to derive health benefits 

 Clearly inform the clients about other opportunities for attending additional classes 

 Work with your clients to reduce the barriers to taking part in your classes 

 Work with your clients to make the best use of incentives, preferences and rewards 

 Help your client set both short-term and long-term goals that are attainable 

 Help your clients to develop and follow through their own motivational strategies 

 

Providing ongoing customer service to clients 

You should a line with 

accepted good practice. Ongoing customer service is vital to 

adherence to your fitness classes: 

 

 Engage with clients during your classes 

 Respond positively to clients 

 Gather as much information as possible abou  

  

 Discuss with the clients different ways of meeting their needs and expectations 

 onsult another 

professional 

 Provide the clients with clear information and advice when they need it 

 Find out how well your solutions work and provide alternative guidance if necessary 

 Handle any client complaints positively and following agreed procedures 
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Effective Cueing and Verbalisation 

Cueing is extremely important to the success of your workout. The ultimate goal of good cueing is to 

ensure that your participants do not feel lost during the class. Inadequate cueing also increases the 

chance that someone will get injured, and if participants must continually stop or pause in order to 

follow the routine, their overall workout is compromised.  

 

Verbal and visual signals let participants know what is coming next. Participants learn both visually and 

verball

for 1 month or many years, becoming proficient at cueing goes beyond counting and requires practice 

and experience.  

 

 You communicate the most powerful visual cues through facial and body expressions; your 

movements must be precise and controlled 

 Use distinctive postures and exaggerated actions to convey direction changes and correct 

exercise technique 

 When cueing a move that travels left or right, use big, animated movements to guide students 

in the direction you want them to go 

 

accurately. Sloppy movements will increase the chances that students will follow suit with poor 

and/or unsafe performance 

 Eye contact strengthens verbal cues and creates a stronger connection with your participants 

  

  

 Use volume and pitch of the voice effectively relative to the music. It is pointless if the 

participants cannot hear your cues! Speak a little louder if the audience is large, even if you're 

using a microphone 

 Counting every beat of the music is not effective. As you become more experienced, counting 

gets internalized and verbally cuing with the music becomes automatic. Count out loud as little 

as possible 

 As a rule, you should use 4-beat cueing. This means you explain the next move 4 beats prior to 

implementing it 

 How much verbal cue beginners often 

need more explanation and lead-in time 

 The more lead-in time you give, the more prepared your participants will be, making it easier for 

them to translate the information into action 

 When you use a microphone, you still have to use your full voice to engage your audience and 

establish your identity.  Vary your volume, pitch, and rhythm to convey meaning and emotion. 

Without variation, your voice will sound boring, monotonous, and robotic 

 

Are the participants catching on to your choreography or exercise sequences? Are they responding 

t 
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Kizomba    
Brief History 

Angolan Semba & authentic Zouk. It has emerged as a more modern music genre with a sensual touch 
mixed with African rhythm. Kizomba music is characterized by a slower and usually very romantic 
rhythm. Portuguese is the principal language spoken in Angola and therefore most Kizomba songs are 
sung in Portuguese.  

Kizomba the dance is simply Semba danced to the rhythm of Kizomba music. The dance is known to be 
slow and flowing with movements that require a lot of flexibility in the knees for the frequent up and 
down motion of the dance, the lower body & hip movements. The upper body moves independently of 
the hips incorporating rib cage & middle body isolations to create a sensual  movement that is 
constantly flowing. 

Kizomba has been present in the UK for about 20 years with Afro-Portuguese parties organised as early 
as 1991 in various venues around London, but only started crossing over to the public in 2006 when it 
was showcased in club Scala Latina. The word Kizomba means celebration or party! 

Characterisation   

One of  main characteristics, is its moderate tempo. The dance does not require the speed or 
energetic footwork associated with Salsa or Samba, but what it may lack in speed, Kizomba makes up 
for in styling and sensuality! 

The hip action is emphasised, with the hips constantly moving in a figure 8  pattern. The hip action is 
achieved by taking pressure onto the ball of the stepping foot with the knee flexed, moving the hip 

onto the supporting leg, moving the hip horizontally and diagonally backwards to complete the other 
. 

Keep the shoulder line level and do not pitch or sway the entire body.  

Footwork  

Kizomba has a simple 4/4 rhythm. The footwork is based on Afro, which means it is danced with slightly 
bent knees and loose hips throughout. The posture is unlike a ballroom frame, the dancer should lean 
slightly forward taking more weight onto the balls of the feet to create a light stepping action.  

Because of its moderate pace, Kizomba should be used as a warm-up or cool down routine for the 
purposes of teaching a successful SOSA Dance Fitness class. 

Begin with a proud elegant posture, with your shoulders back & chest lifted to an upright position. Lean 
slightly forward taking more weight onto the balls of the feet, your knees should be soft and arms should 
be held naturally by your side. 

Kizomba  & body action are used throughout the routine. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semba
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portuguese_language
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Brazilian Zouk   
Brief History 

Zouk rhythms made popular in the French Caribbean. Brazilian Zouk music began in the early 1980s, 
and became popular around the time Lambada music was fading from the Brazilian dance scene. After 
Lambada music stopped being composed, dancers started to use the Zouk music instead.  

- , the wor French Creole and means party! 

The music combines traditional Caribbean rhythms from Guadalupe, Haiti and Trinidadian calypso with 
synthesizers and drum machines. -tick- -

-  slow, quick, quick. The pace of the dance is generally slow, smooth and 
flowing, the result being that it is beautiful to watch, and extremely fun to dance.  

The dance continues to develop with influences from many other dance styles including Samba & Salsa. 
The music has also evolved with the introduction of various genres such as hip hop, R&B and pop, which 
have similar rhythmic structures.  

Brazilian Zouk has captured the hearts of many people around the world and has recently started being 
called the dance of love . 

Characterisation  Body Waves & Hip Sway 

Brazilian Zouk has a characteristic wave-like movement, elongated steps and striking hair 
movements by the lady. Middle body and ribcage isolation movements are essential to accomplish the 
rhythmic side to side and rippling forward and backward wave-like motion. Body rolls are reminiscent 
of the Samba, while the hip rocks are reminiscent of the Lambada.  
 
Dancers roll their head in a circular motion and from side to side keeping to the rhythm of the music, 
thereby creating a fluid and sensual quality to their dance, sometimes ending of a sequence or step 
pattern with a back arch or throwing back of the head. This is the essence of the original Lambada and 
is visually stunning to watch! Please note - neck or other injuries are possible and it is strongly advised 
that these movements are not included in any SOSA Dance Fitness routines you teach! 

Footwork  
 
Brazilian Zouk is historically related to the Caribbean Zouk dance style, but is danced very differently. 

Brazilian Zouk has four beats per bar, allowing for a slight pause between some of the steps. 

 

The steps are danced on the balls of the feet with heels off the ground (as if tip-toeing on hot sand), with 

a twisting motion so that the steps appear to grind the floor. This in turn emphasizes the hip movements. 

 

Begin with a proud elegant posture, all weight on LF (hip to left) feet slightly apart, knees soft. Arms 

should be held naturally by your side, elbows slightly lifted in basic Latin position. 
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Samba     

Brief History 
 
Samba is a dance and musical genre originating in Brazil, with roots from Africa via the West African slave 

trade and African religious traditions, particularly Angola and the Congo. Introduced in 1917, the Samba 

wasn't adopted by Brazil as a ballroom dance until 1930. In Brazil, Samba is mostly danced solo, and 

remains especially popular during celebrations of the Brazilian Carnival in Rio de Janeiro. The festive 

mood of the dance is responsible for its continued popularity. Samba is considered to be one of the most 

popular Brazilian cultural expressions, being is an icon of Brazilian national identity. Samba National Day 

is celebrated on December 2 every year! 

Samba has a very specific rhythm, highlighted by characteristic Brazilian musical instruments. To achieve 

the true character of the Samba, a dancer must give it a happy, flirtatious and exuberant interpretation. 

Many figures used in the Samba today, require a pelvic tilt (Samba tic) action, which is difficult to 

accomplish, but without it the dance loses much of its effect.  

 

Characterisation  Samba Bounce 
 
Principal characteristics of the Samba are the rapid steps taken on a quarter of a beat and the 

pronounced rocking motion and sway of the dance. The basic footwork of the Samba includes fast, 

three-step weight changes with a slight knee lift, led with alterna quick, 

quick, slow . 

Samba Bounce Action  gives the dance its unique look and feel. It is a 

gentle, rhythmic action felt through the knees and ankles. This action should appear effortless and 

carefree and should never be exaggerated. The Samba Bounce Action  is quite difficult to master, but 

really adds to the overall character of the Samba. It is produced by the flexing and straightening of the 

knees and ankles, the supporting leg taking most of the weight.   

In addition to a bounce action, most Samba figures also require a pelvic tic action. The pelvis is tilted 

forward in an upward direction on beat 1, tilted backwards or diagonally backwards on step 2 (beat 

 

 

Footwork  
 
There are many different beat values in Samba, the main Samba Basic Movement is timed 1a2. This 

consists of 3 steps in a forward/backward direction and is split into ¾ of a beat on step 1 , ¼ of a beat on 

a , and 1 full beat on 2 . 

of a beat of music for each flexing & straightening movement and is timed 

&1&2.  

In other steps such as Voltas, which , the timing is syncopated further to 

1a2a3a4 , which is split into ¾ beat on steps 1,2,3,4   

Begin with a proud elegant posture, all weight on LF (hip to left) feet slightly apart, knees soft. Arms 

should be held naturally by your side, elbows slightly lifted in basic Latin position.  

Samba bounce action is used throughout. 

http://www.dancelovers.com/learn_samba.html
http://www.dancelovers.com/learn_samba.html
http://www.dancelovers.com/learn_samba.html
http://www.dancelovers.com/learn_samba.html
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Salsa     

Brief History 
 
While Salsa is definitely more than just Cuban, a large part of the dance originated on the island. Before 

and around the time of World War II, the music traveled to Mexico City and New York. It was in New York 

coined in 1933 when Cuban song composer Ignacio Piñerio wrote the song Échale Salsita . 

Salsa's roots are based on different genres such as Puerto Rican rhythms, however the music is open to 

improvisation and is therefore continuously evolving. New modern salsa styles are associated and 

named to the geographic areas that developed them. Characteristics that may identify a style include 

timing, basic steps, foot patterns, body rolls and movements, turns and figures, attitude & dance 

influences.  

 

Styles of Salsa 

There are 6 main styles including LA style on 1, New York style on 2, Colombian, Puerto Rican, Cuban 

 and Rueda . 

 

LA style on 1  

 Danced on beat 1 

 Strongly influenced by the Mambo and Latin Ballroom styles 

 The key elements of this style are the forward and backward basic steps danced on a linear (in a 

straight line) 

New York style on 2 

 Danced on beat 2 

 -  

 The key elements of this style are the forward and backward basic steps where the feet pass, 

inside of closing, also danced on a linear 

Columbian 

 Danced on beat 1 

  and very popular in South and Latin America 

 The key elements of this style are the fast side to side basic steps, involving lots of fancy footwork 

with a still upper body 

Puerto Rican style 

 Danced on beat 1  a hybrid of LA and New York styles 

 New York style is strongly influenced by Puerto Rican style 

 Forward and back basic step using the same timing as LA style, involves a tremendous amount 
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 Danced on 1 

 Popular in many places around the world, including in Europe, Latin America & North America 

 The key elements of this style are the backward opening out basic steps, involving lots of turns 

danced with a constant rotation 

 

 Danced on 1  a hybrid of LA style & Rueda de Cuba 

  

 Danced in a circle, the moves are called out by one person and involve rapidly swapping places 

and  

 

Characterisation  Cuban Motion 
 
Cuban motion is the rotation of the hips around the spine, caused by the alternate bending and 

straightening action of the knees. s manual 

for a more detailed explanation of Cuban Hip Action. 

Turning your feet out is an essential element in producing effective hip motion. Not only does it provide 

a more stable base over which the body can balance, but most importantly, the turnout of the feet 

increases the range of motion of your hips. 

Keep the shoulder line level and do not pitch or sway the entire body. When the angle of the hips 
changes, you must compensate by lengthening and shortening the appropriate sides of the torso so 
that the shoulders remain level. The side of the torso over the bent knee must stretch and lengthen, 
while the side of the torso over the straight knee must squeeze and shorten. 

 

Footwork  
 
Salsa is generally danced as a 3 beat step pattern in a 4 beat bar, comprising of 3 steps and a pause, tap 

or flick danced at the end of the bar. A pause is most common, but can be replaced with a flick or a tap 

at any time for progression purposes or alternative step combinations. When using a pause, the hip 

action is continued over beat 4 in order to give a constant flow and to maintain the Cuban motion of the 

dance. 

To help your clients advance, you can replace the close step on beat 3 of the Mambo basic so that the 

feet pass each other instead. A knee can also be introduced on beat 5 as a 

further progression. 

Begin with a proud elegant posture, all weight on LF (hip to left) feet slightly apart. Release the heel of 

RF in preparation to step. Arms should be held naturally by your side, elbows slightly lifted in basic Latin 

position. Cuban motion is used throughout the routine. 
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Cha-Cha-Cha   
Brief History 
 
Cha-Cha-Cha originated in Cuba in the 1940s, and it is thought the name is derived from the sound of 

the dancers' shoes as they shuffled around the dance floor. The Cha-Cha is a vibrant, flamboyant and 

playful dance, with a light and bubbly feel giving it a unique sense of fun. The Cha-Cha requires small 

steps with the feet remaining in contact or close to the floor as in most Latin dances, and lots of Cuban 

hip action! 

The Cha-Cha was originally one of the Mambo moves, where two slow steps were followed by three 

quick steps, changing weight on each step. This figure from the Mambo became the basic step of the 

Cha-Cha, and this triple step is known Cha-Cha C . Given its close association with the Rumba 

and Mambo, it should be no surprise that the Cha-Cha is very similar in style.  

Cha-Cha's continued popularity can be heard in the music of Ricky Martin, Marc Anthony and Carlos 

Santana. 
 

Characterisation  Cha-Cha Chasse 
 
The basic components of the Cha-Cha are triple steps and rock steps. Quick, small steps must be 

maintained throughout the dance. The distinctive movements of the hips result from the constant 

bending and straightening of the knees. 

manual for a more detailed explanation of Cuban Hip Action. Note there is no change of height or 

bounce action during these hip movements. 

The Cha-Cha Chasse consists of three steps which can be danced in any direction with a staccato action. 

When danced forward & backward a lock step action is used, however the simple chasse action can be 

retained for beginners.   

The fourth beat of every bar is syncopated, giving it a unique and characteristic 2,3,4&1 rhythm. 

Therefore, five steps are danced to four beats, and the last beat of the triple step is the first beat of the 

next bar. 

 

Guapacha Timing - Many steps in the Cha-Cha-Cha lend themselves to this variation in timing, where a 

step that is normally taken on the second beat of the bear is delayed for a further ½ beat in order to 

create a sharp and clean effect. This is pronounced WHAPPACHA! 

 

Footwork  
 
The Cha-Cha is danced on beat 2, and so to achieve this it is necessary to take a preparation step with LF 

to side on beat 1 of the first step in order to begin on the correct timing & rhythm of the dance. 

Begin with a proud elegant posture, all weight on RF (hip to right) feet slightly apart. Release the heel of 

LF in order to take a preparation step to side on 1. Arms should be held naturally by your side, elbows 

slightly lifted in basic Latin position. 

Cuban motion is used throughout the routine. 
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Rumba       
Brief History 
 
The Rumba is often referred to as the "grandfather of the Latin dances." Originating in Cuba, it first came 

to the United States in the early 1920s. Monsieur Pierre and Doris Lavelle (London's leading teacher in 

this dance form Cuban Rumba  which was finally established after 

much argument, as the official recognized version in 1955. 

The Rumba is the slowest of the five competition Latin and American dances. The basic rhythm of the 

Rumba is quick-quick-slow with distinctive side-to-side hip movements. Hip movements are 

exaggerated, but are not generated by the hips - they are simply a result of good foot, ankle, knee and 

leg action. When these weight transfers are well-controlled, the hips take care of themselves.  

Rumba rhythms, while once influenced by African-style music, have now found their way into Country 

Western, Blues, Rock, and other popular music types. 

Rumba is the spirit and soul of Latin American music and dance. The fascinating rhythms and bodily 

expressions make Rumba one of the most popular ballroom dances. 

 

Characterisation  Cuban Motion 
 
Cuban Motion is used throughout the Rumba, as well as Salsa & Cha-Cha-

 

 

Footwork  
 
Forward walks should be danced with the weight held slightly forward allowing the upper body to move 

slightly in advance of feet. Just before the point of unbalance, the foot moves forward first using the toe, 

then the ball of the foot with pressure into the floor before lowering the heel and straightening leg to 

complete the step. The foot remains straight and the toe is NOT turned out. 

Backward walks are achieved by moving the foot backwards first using the ball then the toe of the foot 

with pressure into the floor. The knee of the moving foot will be slightly flexed and full weight is still 

retained on the supporting foot until the heel of the moving foot is lowered and the leg straightened, 

when the weight is then transferred. 

The Rumba is danced on beat 2, and so to achieve this it is necessary to take a preparation step with LF 

to side on beat 1 of the first step in order to begin on the correct timing & rhythm of the dance. 

Because of its moderate pace and slow flowing rhythm allowing for easy inclusion of stretching 
movements and breathing exercises, Rumba should be used as the cool down section for the purposes 
of teaching a successful SOSA Dance Fitness class.  

Begin with a proud elegant posture, all weight on RF (hip to right) feet slightly apart. Release the heel of 

LF in order to take a preparation step to side on 1. Arms should be held naturally by your side, elbows 

slightly lifted in basic Latin position.  

Cuban motion is used throughout the routine.        
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